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Dream it. Build it. Grow it.
Move to the developer cloud optimized for business.
 Build your vision using DigitalOcean's simple, powerful and cost-effective cloud solutions.

Sign up with emailSign up with GoogleSign up with Github


Cloudways Autonomous

Cloudways by DigitalOcean provides fully managed hosting. Now gain built-in autoscaling for WordPress via Kubernetes.
Learn more





Paperspace H100s

NVIDIA H100 GPUs are now available via Paperspace by DigitalOcean. Build epic AI/ML applications.
Get started now





Your Business-Ready Cloud

Bring a workload to DigitalOcean and enjoy three months costs on us. See why ISVs choose DigitalOcean.
Accelerate your journey










#1

In IaaS usability, VPS for SMBs, & SMB Hosting on G2



99.99%

Uptime SLA for Droplets and Volumes block storage



>600k

Customers building with DigitalOcean







Thousands of ISVs and startups run on DigitalOcean



Creating a first-of-its-kind video platform as a startup is a near impossible task without partners that are not only tremendously talented, but have the same forward thinking as you do. DigitalOcean has helped us go from architecture to launch by pairing us with strategic partners who are like-minded and innovative.
Denny Darmo,
Founder and CEO, Snipitz

Read the case study




The cost of running ScraperAPI would be 250% more on AWS, as compared to DigitalOcean.
Zoltan Bettenbuk,
CTO, ScraperAPI

Read the case study




The high availability control plane is a great addition, as it means we can be even more confident in the availability of hardware provided by you. We've never had an availability issue from DigitalOcean.
Stephen Lazarionok,
Co-Founder, CTO, Zingbrain AI

Read the case study




We soon found out that the service we received from DigitalOcean was the best in terms of stability of the Droplets and the bandwidth, and all of the network that comes out of the data centers. It's very stable. This is the key point, and that stability has helped us to increase our volume as well.
Read the case study




We chose DigitalOcean Kubernetes because we like simplicity. In the beginning, we had a small team and didn't have the resources to manage a Kubernetes cluster. We wanted to spend time developing the product instead of managing infrastructure.
Read the case study
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DigitalOcean's blend of intentional simplicity, affordability and flexibility in its cloud services makes it an appealing option for individual developers, high growth startups, and more generally ISVs and SMEs (small and medium enterprises) seeking a robust platform alternative from the hyperscalers. It's a business ready cloud - making it easy for growing companies to attain momentum and scale sustainably.
Dave McCarthy
Research Vice President, IDC





Build and scale WordPress & PHP websites effortlessly with Cloudways

Over 90,000 digital agencies & ecommerce businesses enjoy hassle-free managed website hosting with Cloudways. Get started with $100 in free credit.

Start my free trial




Benefits to activate the builder in you
From simple tools and predictable pricing to support designed for growing businesses, DigitalOcean's cloud is built to serve the unique needs of startups and SMBs.

Build and ship faster using simple tools



All of our products are built with simplicity at their core, so you can spend your time focusing on building apps, not infrastructure.






Grow profitably with predictable cloud costs



Our predictable pricing and leading price-to-performance ratio contribute to an ROI of 186%, according to a Forrester study.






Reduce your roadblocks with dedicated support



Get free, personalized support or upgrade to paid plans to receive dedicated help and faster response times.






Improve customer experience by building on a reliable platform



Deliver superior customer experience with our globally distributed platform, minimal downtime, and intuitive products.









Quick product tours

Check out our brief product tours to see how simple, easy, and pleasant it is to use DigitalOcean's cloud hosting products.

Take a tour




A cloud for your entire journey
DigitalOcean’s suite of products is designed to be with you on every step of your journey, whether you want to do it yourself or get help from the experts.


See all products




Managed hosting

Cloudways is a fully-managed cloud hosting solution for digital agencies & ecommerce businesses. Built to deliver performance without complexity.



Learn more




Virtual machines

DigitalOcean Droplets are simple, scalable virtual machines for all your web hosting and VPS hosting needs.



Learn more




Kubernetes

DigitalOcean Kubernetes is a managed solution that is easy to scale and includes a 99.5% SLA for HA and free control plane.



Learn more




App Platform

Build and deploy apps without managing infrastructure with DigitalOcean’s Platform as a Service and serverless solutions.



Learn more




Managed databases

Managed MongoDB, Kafka, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and Managed Databases for Redis®* let you focus on your apps while we update and scale your databases.



Learn more




Storage

DigitalOcean Spaces object storage and Volumes block storage are business-ready storage solutions.



Learn more




*Redis is a registered trademark of Redis Ltd. Any rights therein are reserved to Redis Ltd. Any use by DigitalOcean is for referential purposes only and does not indicate any sponsorship, endorsement or affiliation between Redis and DigitalOcean.



Learn from the experts
Whether you want to learn about funding your business, installing Linux on Ubuntu, or getting started on DigitalOcean, we have the educational resources for you.






Product documentation

Learn how to spin up a virtual machine, get started with block storage, and more with in-depth documentation.



Learn more




Business advice

The Wave is DigitalOcean’s hub for startup and business-focused content on funding, hiring, and scaling.



Learn more




Technical expertise

Visit DigitalOcean’s Community Website and CSS-Tricks to learn from wide range of technical tutorials.



Learn more








Start building today

Sign up now and you'll be up and running on DigitalOcean in just minutes.

Sign up to get started
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